A Future-Ready Workforce: Preparing Community College Students for a Global Economy

Faculty Module 9: Do It Yourself Global Virtual Exchange

Faculty Guide
Your next steps are:

1. Research programs and resources at your institution for global virtual exchanges that already exist at your institution.

2. Review one or more of the ready-made collaborative virtual exchange programs to see if there is a fit with your CTE program. Find a list in the Global CTE Toolkit.

3. Review your results from Asia Society’s global mindset tool. How might you use this tool in your program to interest students in a collaborative virtual exchange?

4. Using the International Collaboration Map and all the information you’ve gained on collaborative global virtual exchange, map out a potential exchange activity for your students.
   - Who are the faculty you could partner with on a collaborative global virtual exchange? Consider like institutions in other countries, check with advisory committee members whose companies do business in other countries, and don’t forget your institution’s international or study abroad office.
   - What parts of your curriculum best lend themselves to a global virtual exchange? These may be the crossover areas where your curriculum and your partner’s curriculum can support each other.
   - Consider the logistical concerns – will you want to (or be able to) collaborate students synchronously? How will you maintain your collaboration with the instructor(s)?
   - What resources will you need in order to put this global virtual exchange into place?
   - What local community resources could help make the exchange happen?

5. Revisit the Postsecondary Global Leadership Performance Outcomes. How does the collaborative global virtual exchange you’ve planned help your students achieve one or more of these outcomes?

6. Have your students view the Student Global Competence Training Modules before participating in virtual exchange conversations.

7. Be sure to check the Asia Society Global CTE Toolkit for free tools and resources, including the section on Virtual Exchange.

When you have completed these activities, you will be ready for “Faculty Module 10: International Connections through Social Media.”